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A LEXICAL TOUR DE FORCE

"Turkish: A Dictionary of Delights" is a sui generis work and lexical tour de force which uses the dictionary genre to
inject polemic into certain forbidden discourses that are currently suppressed both within and around the subjects of
Turkish language, politics, sexuality, and history, making the book extremely timely in light of contemporary debates
around the question of Turkey's entry into the EU. It also introduces the Turkish universe in all its intimacy from the
perspective of a personal "Wirkungsgeschichte." The "definitions" are presented with a sense of wit and political
incorrectness that one does not usually associate with sacred Ottoman subjects such as the hamman, and revered
political icons such as Ataturk. This explains why initial shipments of the book sent to Istanbul were refused by postal
authorities, ironically contributing to the cult status the book quickly acquired in the artistic circles of Istanbul, where
it can only be purchased "under the counter" at certain galleries.

The authorship and origin of "Turkish: A Dictionary of Delights" are a subject of considerable speculation. There is
some question as to whether the dictionary's putative author, Adnan Onart, even exists. The editor is Roger Conover,
the well-known art publisher and secret author of a number of books which have been appearing over the years in
such hidden contexts and limited print runs that they exist almost more as rumors than publications.
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New and revised edition of the original published by the ZKM, Center for Art and Media, Karlsruhe.


